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Abstract

Problems on the Limitation of Scope of Protection of a 

Design of Handwriting as Works

- Focused on Critical Study on Supreme Court Decision 2012do10786 

about ‘Be The Reds!’ -

58)Tae-ho Jung*

  The topic of this paper is problems on the limitation of scope of protection 

of a design of handwriting as works. Pictures of people wearing T-shirts for 

cheering which contained a design of handwriting of Korean national soccer 

team’s cheer slogan “Be The Reds!”, “ (hereinafter referred to 

as “the subject design”)” were uploaded on Internet website. On the above 

case, the owner of copyright of the subject design alleged copyright 

infringement and proceeded against the uploaders criminally. Recently 

Supreme Court decided on this case(Supreme Court Decision 2012do10786 

Decided August 26, 2014, hereinafter referred to as “the subject decision”). 

  The subject decision stated that uploading the subject design on Internet 

website through the above photos of this case came to be copyright 

infringement. I think that the subject decision missing the limitation of scope 

of protection of a design of handwriting as works based on public meanings 

of the work and denying incidental use of the subject design for transmitting 

the main message of the photos should be criticized. Therefore, this paper 

criticize the above problems on the subject decision.

  In conclusion, I think that the subject decision can be criticized to be 

misjudged on whether uploading the subject design on Internet website 

through the above photos come to be copyright infringement, since the subject 

decision has missed (1) the limitation of scope of protection of the subject 
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design having peculiar meanings based on Korean national soccer team’s cheer 

slogan, and (2) considering direct perception of essential features of a design 

of handwriting which is the creative expressive mode of the work of this case 

on determining substantial similarity, and (3) situations of markets related to 

this case in the photo library services.
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